Publishing Services and EBook Packages
MY EBooks gives self-publishing authors a bespoke, powerful Epublishing package with a world-beating distribution service
built in - to ensure your work benefits from the greatest
exposure and the widest range of revenue streams on the
market.

Standard EBook Publishing package £110 plus vat
MY EBooks offers best-in-class conversion from source files
created in MS Word, Adobe InDesign and RTF - or we can create
your EBook by scanning printed documents using our new state
of the art OCR service (POA).
Excitingly, this makes possible for the first time the creation
of EBooks from illustrated printed documents that don’t exist in
digital form.
Our Standard package offers basic format conversion from
Microsoft Word to the Kindle Ebook format together with
distribution on countless UK & US Ebook stores, including
Amazon, WH Smiths, Books on Board, Tesco Online, Borders,
Waterstones and lots more.

Premier EBook Publishing package £200 plus Vat
The Premier Package gives you all of the above with the addition
of even more powerful marketing and distribution tools
including:

Ebook conversion to all formats, upload and distribution to all
Ebook retailers internationally and sale through web stores,
mobile phone providers, libraries, universities and other
institutions pertinent to your subject matter (see our sample
retailer list below).
Special features include an active table of contents and an
index for ease of navigation, professionally written marketing
text about your book, key words for added sales so that
websites can find your book and recommend it to new readers,
dedicated, bespoke author webpages and sample chapters.
Terms and conditions:
• Book size is unlimited for text only
• Books with illustrations, scientific tables or graphs are
dealt with on a bespoke price basis, determined by the
samples you supply.
• We supply and publish within four weeks of receipt of
basic files for conversion.
Call Jonathan Miller on 01992 586 279 or 07790035484 for a chat
about how MY EBooks can enhance your ebook publishing revenue.
Don’t worry - there’s no obligation whatsoever!
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Introduction
Here’s an overview of some of the main EBook retailers we
supply, followed by a list of our comprehensive distribution
channels - a list that’s constantly growing as we strive to
embrace and exploit new formats and retail channels as they
emerge.
Professional EBook retailers (as opposed to the plethora of
‘pirate’ or unaccredited amateur websites) offer the most
secure place for selling EBooks; it’s only through these that a
publisher can be certain that their books can’t be sold without
authorisation or copied/distributed without payment. With that
in mind, MY EBooks only deals with partners we know and trust
and who are held in a binding legal agreement to honour the
copy protection of each book sold. In addition our entire data
conversion process is handled and checked in-house - so we can
offer a totally secure environment for all titles we convert - an
increasingly important factor given the alarming growth of
internet piracy.
Covering all formats, outlets and countries worldwide, MY
EBooks guarantees its authors/publishers the deepest and
widest international distribution available anywhere.

Amazon
In November 2007, Amazon launched Amazon Kindle, an
EBook reader that’s incredibly easy to read, has impressive
battery life - thanks to its ‘E-Ink’ screen technology - and
downloads content wirelessly over ‘Whispernet’. Its success has
been unprecedented and, as of March 2011, the Kindle library
offers over 850,000 titles.
Although they’re considered to be one of the largest EBook
retailers in the world they only cover the USA, UK and Germany
at the moment.
As one of Amazon’s larger publishers, we at MY EBooks are in
a position to take advantage on your behalf of the many special
marketing opportunities that aren’t available to self-publishing
authors or smaller publishers. These include the careful creation
of key words and marketing text as well as tag words and author
pages to ensure that EBooks published through MY EBooks
maintain a strong presence and are found (and bought) by

exactly the right audience.
Other Amazon facts
• EBooks sold on Amazon can only be read by its Kindle
Ebook reader or on a computer, phone or tablet
equipped with Amazon’s Kindle software
• It has a market share of 35-40 %
• The new Kindle Fire offers a reading experience similar
to that of the Ipad for a fraction of the cost. At MY
EBooks, we’re ready with ‘Kindle Gen’ authoring tools
to meet conversion demands for this format, which will
bring new opportunities for all titles - and particularly
for those with complex and colour formats.
See also our Ebook retailer list downloadable from
http://www.m-ybooks.co.uk

